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The project
How can sufcient supply of housing be guaranteed in the coming 15 years?
Research on:


the role of municipal land companies (‘grondbedrijven’)



the way in which they use the available instruments for housing

through:


case Den Bosch



case Zwolle



survey among all Dutch municipalites

Den Bosch
Actve use of land policy:



develops strategic land positons that are already owned
if possible, enters into public-private partnerships with market partes if
they cannot control the land positons

Explanaton:


long history of actve land policy, no adjustments even afer the crisis



ability to absorb the consequences of the economic crisis

Zwolle
Use of platorm ‘Concilium’:


collaboraton between corporatons, municipalites and market partes
focusing on the realizaton of housing objectves

Explanaton:


Zwolle had to write of the land business in the crisis >> cautous
attude towards actve land policy (organizatonal & politcal)

Den Bosch & Zwolle
Motve for strategy largely the same:


wantng to have a grip on development tasks (which goes beyond the
role of public law)

‘Regie’ makes it possible to:


monitor housing development as a whole and adjust where



necessaryintroduce desired goals within the relevant development

Observaton
Municipalites hold on to quality requirements
Municipal land companies are confronted with many – and sometmes
contradictory – objectves:



they have to act fast, but the accumulaton of ambitons leads to delays
this accumulaton also leads to fnancial claims >> choices have to be
made

Recommendatons (1)
Take a more comprehensive (íntegraal’) perspectve in land policy
When formulatng the sectoral requirements, the signifcance for other policy sectors
is not taken into account. But the land company has to deal with this.
It is recommended that choices are not made sectorally, but viewed in relaton to
other objectves in a project.

Recommendatons (2)
Facilitate inittatves by others
Municipalites act less risk-bearing >> what contributons from other
(private?) partes are possible?
To enhance 'actve facilitaton' answer questons such as:


What choices do we as a municipality make at which locatons?



How can we remove obstacles for market partes?



If it is not an actve land policy, what instruments do we use and at what
point in the process?

Recommendatons (3)
Makes choices in ambitons








Social & sustainable & inner-city & well planned etc... >> realistc with
own land positons, but...
In a more private setng: business case is leading, other goals are
second >> how to infuence this a as municipality in the long run (with
the economy going down again)?
Queston to answer: if not all ambitons can be realized in one project,
which priority order do we use if we have to make a forced choice?
Clear prioritzaton can also speed up the negotaton and internal
coordinaton process

Recommendatons (4)
Avoid opportunism






Acceleratng housing producton is not realistc at the moment, due to
lack of politcal will and fast dynamics
Risk: decisions about long-term development and long-term efects
are prompted by short-term consideratons and motvatons
Municipal land company: bring ‘reality’ into the feasibility of spatal
plans and municipal ambitons. Emphasize the long-term efects of
proposed variants. Be critcal towards politcal opportunism and
fnancial opportunism as well.
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